We compare pointwise representations and nondirect product basis representations for treating quantum dynamics in 2D (,) spherical polar coordinates. As pointwise representations we have considered a modified discrete variable representation ͑DVR͒ and the collocation representation ͑CR͒. As basis representations we used spherical harmonics with 2D Gaussian numerical quadratures ͑FBR͒ and the spectral collocation representation ͑SCR͒. These representations were tested on a simple model potential V(,) and on a realistic ArH 2 O potential ͑at fixed R͒ and the results were compared. The energies obtained from the pointwise representations considered were substantially less accurate than those obtained from the basis representations for given matrix sizes. The basis representations, especially the FBR, appear to require the least computational effort and to be the most simple and accurate for quantum problems in spherical polar coordinates. This illustrates the difficulties in using pointwise representations for angular problems which do not have good direct product bases.
I. INTRODUCTION
For much of the last three decades accurate calculations of rovibrational energies and reaction dynamics of polyatomic molecules have been limited to small amplitude excursions from equilibrium or to small molecular systems of two or three atoms. 1 However, with the recent advances in both computer technology and the emergence of greatly improved theoretical algorithms, the stage is set for exact quantum treatment of large amplitude dynamics of larger polyatomic systems.
Two main steps are involved in the treatment of the quantum dynamics of such systems, whether bound or dissociative. The first step is the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix in a representation using a given coordinate system. The second step is the determination of the dynamics or the desired eigenvalues, eigenvectors, or transition probabilities, etc. The advent of square integrable techniques for reaction dynamics such as the variational S-matrix approach of Miller's group 2 and the variational log derivative method of Manolopoulos et. al. 3 means that similar approaches can be used for both bound state and continuum problems. The speed and efficiency of performing either step depends critically on the size of the basis required. The latter obviously depends on the number of degrees of freedom treated and also on the number of basis functions required to attain convergence, i.e., on the efficiency of the basis. Iterative methods ͑e.g., RRGM 4 and Lanczos reduction 5 ͒ of extracting the desired information may also depend critically on the speed of matrix-vector operations, and therefore on the sparseness of the multidimensional representation. Thus one may have tradeoffs between the use of bases which improve the convergence, or the use of bases, such as the DVR and other pointwise representations, which simplify the construction and diagonalization or other utilization of the Hamiltonian matrix. For direct product multidimensional representations, these tradeoffs are relatively straightforward to evaluate.
However, for multiple angle coordinate systems for which direct product basis functions are not ''natural,'' the tradeoffs are much less obvious. The relation between these is our concern in this paper, illustrated on the simplest example, Hamiltonian ͑rotation͒ operators and potentials in the angular coordinates of a spherical polar coordinate system.
Computations are usually carried out in one of these two main representations. In the finite basis representation ͑FBR͒, 6 the wave function is expanded in eigenfunctions of an H o , usually the kinetic energy operator and thus this representation maintains a diagonal kinetic energy operator but requires evaluation of a full potential matrix. Other FBRs could use an H o corresponding to harmonic oscillators or other bound state representations. In the second representation, the discrete variable representation ͑DVR͒, 7, 8 the wave function is expanded in eigenfunctions of a discretized coordinate operator and thus this representation maintains a diagonal potential energy operator. When ''properly'' defined, DVRs and FBRs may often be defined as equivalent pointwise and spectral representations with orthogonal transformations between them. One may also use a mixed representation ͑MR͒ 9,10 which is a hybrid representation of basis and pointwise representations. The MR is usually referred to as collocation method. The MR leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem. However, the MR can be transformed entirely to a pointwise representation, which we denote as the collocation representation ͑CR͒ in which the potential operator and the energy are diagonal. Alternatively, the MR can be transformed to the basis which we denote as the spectral collocation representation ͑SCR͒ in which the kinetic energy operators are simple and the energy is again diagonal. A more efficient generalized transformation to the SCR, the SCLS ͑spectral collocation by least squares͒, can also be used.
The two pointwise representations have proved effective in treating stretching and in-plane () angular degrees of freedom as seen from applications to various diatomics and triatomics. 1, [7] [8] [9] They, however, have not been fully examined in treating tetra-atomics, or 3D systems involving two polar angles. When considering tetra-atomics, additional angular degrees of freedom must be treated in which the coupling is similar to that of spherical polar angles, namely, the in-plane bends and the out-of-plane bend or torsion expressed by an angular coordinate . In the calculations of Bentley et al. 11 and Sibert et al. 12 of the vibrational energies of acetylene ͑C 2 H 2 ͒, the molecule was frozen in the plane and thus the out-of-plane motion was not treated and normal DVRs could be used. Other workers such as Bissonnette and Clary, 13 and Bramley and Handy, 14 treated the out-of-plane motion using an FBR.
This has motivated us to inquire into the utility of pointwise representations in treating problems coupled on spherical or higher dimensional angular surfaces. To answer this question we considered two pointwise representations, DVR and CR and compared them with the two basis methods, FBR and SCR.
A problem immediately arises when attempting to implement a DVR for 2D spherical problems. DVRs have proven effective in multidimensional problems where the natural basis can be expressed as a direct product. In this case, an orthogonal transformation is defined between the FBR and DVR in each dimension, and the full ͑orthogonal͒ N-dimensional transformation is then the direct product of the N one-dimensional transformations. In spherical problems however, the natural angular basis is the spherical harmonic functions, y l m (,), which is not a direct product basis. In this basis, both rotational quantum numbers m and l are coupled to the angular coordinate by the associated Legendre polynomials P l m (cos ). Thus a direct product pointwise representation cannot be constructed easily; the direct approach results in a different set of () points for each m quantum number. To overcome this problem we examined a ''nearly'' direct product basis using a DVR. The CR, which does not rely on a set of specific DVR points or on an orthogonal transformation between pointwise and basis representations, has been used in multidimensional systems to overcome these problems. 9, 15, 16 Thus we have also examined the CR using the spherical harmonic basis on various spherical grid point arrangements and distributions. Finally, the two pointwise representations were compared for efficiency and accuracy to the basis representations where the potential matrix is computed numerically by quadrature. The basis representations were an FBR with numerical quadrature, and two spectral methods based on collocation points which we will denote the spectral collocation representation, SCR, and the spectral collocation by least squares, SCLS. In the next sections we present theory, computations, and make comparisons between the various methods. We conclude with a summary in Sec. III.
II. THEORY AND COMPUTATION
This section is arranged into two parts. In the first part we define the Hamiltonian operator and the potential functions used. The second contains an outline of the theory and results for two pointwise representations and two basis representations.
A. The Hamiltonian
The 2D angular Hamiltonian in spherical polar coordinates is
where L 2 is the square of the angular momentum operator
As is well known, the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of L 2 are the normalized spherical harmonic functions, y l m (,), with lϭ0,1,2,..., ͉m͉рl, and such that
For the purpose of our study, we considered two different potentials and in each case performed the calculations at a fixed R. The first potential is a simple function:
where A is a constant. With this simple potential, the exact Hamiltonian matrix elements can be constructed in the spherical harmonic FBR:
͑6͒
The analytical potential matrix, ͗lЈmЈ͉V͉lm͘, is given
and
where ͑•••͒ are the 3Ϫj symbols. In the calculations using this potential function we have fixed the term 2R 2 in the Hamiltonian at one. Diagonalization of H FBR matrix in Eq. ͑6͒ gives the exact energies for a given basis size which are listed in column one of Table I . These exact energies serve as a check on the accuracy of the energies obtained from the various representations considered using this potential.
The second potential used was the intermolecular potential energy surface for ArH 2 O derived by Cohen and Saykally. 15 Our calculations using this potential were performed at a fixed point Rϭ3.636 Å, which at ϭ74.3°and ϭ0°corresponds to the minimum of the potential well ͑Ϫ142.98 cm Ϫ1 ͒.
B. Pointwise representations vs basis representations
We consider two pointwise representations, a modified discrete variable representation and the collocation representation followed by two basis representations, finite basis representation and spectral collocation representation. In each method we outline the theory, the basis and grid points, and the results.
Discrete variable representation (DVR)
As we pointed out in Sec. I, the spherical harmonic functions are not of the direct product type. Although for fixed m we can define a DVR, ͉ i m ͘ from the basis of associated Legendre polynomials P l m , the DVR points in depend on the quantum number m. Thus for spherical harmonics there does not exist a unique ͑independent of m͒ set of DVR points in . To avoid this problem we examined the following ''almost'' direct product basis:
where mϭϪl max ,...,ϩl max ͑10͒
The coordinate functions are
and the approximate DVR transformation
where x i ϭcos i are Gauss-Legendre points and w i are the weights of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. P l 0 and P l 1 are normalized associated Legendre polynomials of order 0 and 1, respectively. In either case, mϭ0 and m 0, this leads to l max functions ⌰ l m and l max grid points i , where l max is the maximum angular momentum state considered. The coordinate functions are
with DVR points and weights,
where mϭϪN,...,ϩN, jϭϪN,...,ϩN. m is the azimuthal quantum number, j are evenly spaced Fourier points, and 2Nϩ1 is the total number of points which is also equal to the total number of ⌽ m functions. To construct a unitary transformation matrix, we first need to insure the orthonormality of the basis functions using the numerical quadrature defined by the DVR points. The set ⌽ m ( j ) are orthonormal on the j quadrature
͑17͒
This is not quite true of the set ⌰ l (x i ) on the x i quadrature points,
That is, the functions are all orthogonal, but not all are normalized. The reason for this is that the Gauss-Legendre points x i are generated from Legendre polynomials with l ranging from 0 to l max Ϫ1 as given in Eq. ͑11͒, and thus they do not properly describe the highest function in the case of m 0. We therefore define the transformation matrix T as
This transformation matrix is unitary since
The Hamiltonian matrix in the DVR is then 
where the representation of the square of the angular momentum in the DVR, L DVR 2 , was obtained using a unitary transformation from the FBR:
Using the proposed basis, the L 2 operator in FBR is
An explanation for our choice to use P l 1 rather than P l 0 when mу1 can be seen from the integral in Eq. ͑25͒. Unless the reciprocal term 1/(1Ϫx 2 ) is canceled at xϭϮ1, it leads to singularities of the matrix elements. Since P l 1 P l Ј 1 is a polynomial in x of at least degree 2 about xϭϮ1, it will cancel the reciprocal term. This is not true, however, for P l 0 P l Ј 0 .
Since the transformation matrix consists of l max (2Nϩ1) basis functions and l max (2Nϩ1) points then, after transforming the square of the angular momentum operator, the Hamiltonian matrix in the DVR has dimensions of l max (2Nϩ1) ϫ l max (2Nϩ1). The last column of Table I gives the energies obtained from diagonalization of the H DVR matrix with l max ϭ9 and Nϭ9 ͑that is, matrix of dimensions 171 points ϫ 171 points͒ for the potential function in Eq. ͑5͒. Comparing with exact energies in the first column of Table I shows that the first 60 or so energies are reasonably accurate, with errors in the fourth significant figure or better. This is about one-third of the spectrum. In a more realistic problem with a more complicated potential surface, this is what would be expected. However, with such a simple model potential our expectations would be for much higher accuracy as will be shown with the other methods using the same model potential. The relatively poor accuracy of this DVR is also apparent using the ArH 2 O potential function and tested with various values of l max and N. ͑Results are shown again in Table II for 171 points.͒ One explanation for the mediocre results is that the basis itself does not represent eigenvectors of the L 2 operator well.
Collocation representation (CR)
To derive the Hamiltonian matrix used in the CR, we start from the Schrödinger equation
H͉⌿͘ϭE͉⌿͘. ͑26͒
Insertion of a complete representation on the sphere, Iϭ ͚ lm ͉lm͗͘lm͉, gives
Now rather than project onto ͗lЈmЈ͉ as is done in the FBR, we project onto a set of points ͉͗ which gives
The Hamiltonian operator consists of two Hermitian operators, L 2 and V, which act on the ket and bra vectors, respectively, to give ͚ lm ͓͉͗lm͘l͑lϩ1͒ϩV͑,͉͒͗lm͘
ϪE͉͗lm͔͗͘lm͉⌿͘ϭ0. ͑29͒
The ͉͗lm͘ are spherical harmonic functions evaluated at , . For a specific set of points, it is appropriate to express Eq. ͑29͒ in matrix notation using jϵ(l,m) and
ACϭ0, ͑30͒
where C is a column vector and A is a generalized matrix,
AϭRLϩVRϪER. ͑31͒
R is an asymmetric complex matrix whose elements are the spherical harmonic functions,
and L, V, E are diagonal matrices given by To convert the generalized matrix A to a general matrix which is more appropriate for solution of the eigenvalue problem we operate on Eq. ͑31͒ from the right by R ؊1 to yield the secular equation
We have found that routines, such as the LAPACK routine zgegv.f, which solves complex asymmetric generalized problems directly with no inverse operation to be slower than the preceding procedure. Diagonalization of the matrix in Eq. ͑36͒ yields approximations to the desired energies E. Since in Eq. ͑36͒ the potential is diagonal it is considered a pointwise representation; in this form it is referred to as collocation in the literature. 9 Since we need to compute a matrix inverse R
؊1
, we will limit our treatment to square matrices only. For a maximum angular state l max , there are a total of (l max ϩ1) 2 functions due to the 2lϩ1 degeneracy associated with each l. Thus, to maintain a square matrix R we require (l max ϩ1) 2 points on the sphere. We choose l max ϩ1 GaussLegendre points, x i ϭcos i . There are then various ways of arranging the points so as to have the desired total number of points. Our choice of points is based on maintaining an approximately constant density of points over the sphere or equivalently a constant density of points on circles of constant . The points were then distributed evenly on each circle with a random phase shift for each circle. With this kind of arrangement, the points on the ith circle are shifted with respect to the other circles thus giving an efficient covering of the surface of the sphere. That is, for a sphere of unit radius, the number of points per unit length along circles of constant is dϭ(l max ϩ1) 2 /͚l i , where (l max ϩ1) 2 is the total number of points, ͚l i is the total length, and l i is the circumference of the ith circle subtended by i and given by 2 sin i . Therefore, the number of points ͑to the nearest integer͒ on the ith circle is n i ϭdϫl i , and such that ͚n i ϭ(l max ϩ1) 2 . To summarize, the R matrix was constructed from spherical harmonic functions as 
where iϭ0,...,l max and jϭ1,...,n i . The spacing between the points is, ⌬ i ϭ2/n i ,where n i is the total number of points on the ith circle of x i , and r i is a random number between 0 and 1. Since the transformation matrix R and its inverse R Ϫ1 consist of (l max ϩ1) 2 basis functions and (l max ϩ1) 2 points then, after transforming the angular momentum operator, the CR Hamiltonian matrix has dimensions (l max ϩ1) 2 ϫ (l max ϩ1) 2 . Using the potential function in Eq. ͑5͒ we have constructed the CR Hamiltonian matrix as in Eq. ͑36͒. The fourth column of Table I gives the energies obtained from diagonalization of the CR Hamiltonian with l max ϭ8 ͑that is, matrix of dimensions 81 points ϫ 81 points͒. Comparing these energies with the exact energies in the first column shows fair agreement for about half the eigenvalues. For this simple potential, the DVR is slightly better.
The CR was next tested on the more realistic potential function for ArH 2 O. Column four of Table II gives the highest ten bound state energies obtained from the CR using the ArH 2 O potential at a fixed radial point which corresponds to the minimum of the well in the radial direction. These converged energies were obtained with l max ϭ16 and thus a transformation and Hamiltonian matrix of dimension 289 ϫ 289. Although the CR proved so far more accurate than the DVR for treating 2D spherical problems, it will prove to be less efficient than the basis methods. One problem of the CR is the inherent asymmetry of the collocation Hamiltonian matrix which leads to some unrealistic imaginary energies. 9 This problem can be some what remedied, as, for example, in the SCR ͑below͒, using aliasing techniques. An appropriate submatrix is easily constructed in the SCR by truncating some of the higher states. However, when working in a pointwise representation such as the collocation matrix a submatrix would entail the elimination of grid points, 10 and lead to poor results.
Spectral collocation representation (SCR)
This method is closely related to the CR described above. The derivation and basis follow exactly as described for CR with one small alteration. In converting the generalized matrix A in Eq. ͑31͒ to a general matrix, we operate from the left by R Ϫ1 rather than from the right to yield the matrix to be diagonalized in the spectral or basis representation
Since in this matrix the kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian is diagonal while the potential is nondiagonal, we consider this form to be a basis representation and refer to it as the spectral collocation representation ͑SCR͒. 10 The second term of Eq. ͑41͒ can be considered a numerical approximation to the potential matrix in the FBR and as such one would normally have more points than basis functions. This may be accomplished in two ways. One may find the full inverse of R but truncate Eq. ͑41͒ to a smaller matrix ͑basis͒. Alternatively, one may construct only the truncated ͑rectan-gular͒ matrix R corresponding to all the N p points, but only the N d desired basis functions. One then uses the generalized inverse to yield the following N d ϫ N d matrix to be diagonalized:
where the ''t'' subscript indicates a truncated basis. This is a least squares fit 10 to the spectral collocation representation, and is denoted the SCLS. The truncated SCR and the SCLS are similar, but not identical.
Since the SCR is very similar to the collocation method, it suffers from some of the same problems. For example, a full matrix inverse R Ϫ1 has to be computed. Also, the SCR Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. ͑41͒ or Eq. ͑42͒, like the collocation matrix, is an asymmetric complex matrix which can lead to imaginary energies. However, the SCR is much more efficient than CR since it adapts easily to truncation and aliasing techniques. 10 For example, column one of Table I shows energies obtained from the SCR using the potential function in Eq. ͑5͒. These energies are identical to the exact energies throughout the whole spectrum. These results were obtained by first constructing the SCR Hamiltonian matrix with l max ϭ9 ͑that is, matrix of dimensions 100 basis ϫ 100 basis͒ followed by truncation ͑discarding some of the higher states͒ to a matrix of dimension 81ϫ81 and diagonalization.
This procedure was again tested with the ArH 2 O potential. The energies are shown in Table II . These converged energies were obtained by first constructing the matrix R and its inverse using 289 basis functions and 289 points. The Hamiltonian matrix was then constructed using only 81 basis functions ͑with the equivalent of 289 quadrature points͒. The truncation of the Hamiltonian matrix to less than one-third the size of the CR matrix obviously leads to great savings in the diagonalization operation which scales as N 3 for a matrix of dimensions Nϫ N. Similarly, the energies obtained from the SCLS are listed in Tables I and II along with the number of points, N p , and the dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix, N d . We note that the SCLS is much more efficient than even the truncated SCR since the dimensions of the matrix to be inverted are much smaller ͑e.g., 81 vs 289 for the ArH 2 O potential͒. In addition the number of points may be increased at very little cost to improve accuracy.
In addition to this efficiency over the CR, the SCR and SCLS are overall more accurate. As in the DVR, this is ultimately due to the fact that the pointwise basis are not ''true'' eigenvectors of the points over the surface of the sphere, alternatively the mapping of the spherical harmonic functions to the set of points is biased. The differences in accuracy of comparable size SCR and CR calculations can be understood in terms of the nonunitarity of the transformation matrix, R. Thus we found that in the spectral representations
but in the pointwise representations
or expressed more explicitly as
͑46͒
The deviations of the eigenvalues of the metric matrices R † R and RR † from unity indicates the lack of equivalence between the basis and point representations.
Although it is possible to enforce unitarity 16 by normalization of the matrix R using the eigenvalues obtained from diagonalization of the overlap matrix ͑or metric͒ RR † , we observed no improvement in this case. This is because a few of the eigenvalues obtained from diagonalization of RR † are of very small magnitude (ϳ10 Ϫ6 ) and thus lead to large errors when used in the renormalization of R. The presence of these small eigenvalues is another strong indicator of the inadequacy of these pointwise bases. Our ''elaborate'' choice of grid points was strongly influenced by attempting to minimize the presence of these small eigenvalues. Efforts to eliminate completely these small eigenvalues were unsuccessful, and the CR could not be made as accurate as the SCR for a given basis size.
Finite basis representation (FBR)
The Hamiltonian matrix in the FBR is given in Eq. ͑6͒. The potential matrix is computed by numerical quadrature. The basis used was the spherical harmonic functions. For quadrature points, we used l max ϩ1 Gauss-Legendre points for the coordinate and for each point we used 2l max ϩ1 evenly distributed points. Thus the FBR potential matrix elements are simply
where the t li m 's are given by
and the t m j 's were given earlier in Eq. ͑15͒. We use fewer basis functions than points leading to highly accurate quadrature ͓e.g., (l max ϩ1)(2l max ϩ1) points for N basis ϭ(l max ϩ1) 2 ]. Thus the first column of Table I is identical to the exact energies since the quadratures are exact. These were obtained with the potential in Eq. ͑5͒, using 190 points ͑that is, l max ϭ9) for numerical quadrature and diagonalization of Hamiltonian matrix with 81 basis. Table II also gives converged energies from the FBR with the ArH 2 O potential. These energies were obtained using 81 basis functions and 231 points.
These results and matrix dimensions show that at least for the potentials considered, and using direct diagonalizations, the FBR proves more efficient than any of the above methods. First, no matrix inverse is required in the FBR. Second, the Hamiltonian matrix in the FBR is Hermitian and therefore it is free of problems associated with imaginary energy eigenvalues. Finally, the number of points required to converge the quadrature over the potential is not excessive in the FBR. Table III outlines the differences in matrix dimension, quadrature points, and CPU time between the various methods for the ArH 2 O potential.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we compared the utility and efficiency of pointwise representations and basis representations in treating 2D spherical problems. As we pointed out, both for the simple spherical problem and larger problems with more angles as internal coordinates, the problem lies in the fact that the natural basis functions for these is the spherical harmonic basis or combinations of them which are not direct product bases. Thus no simple unitary transformation between basis functions and pointwise representations is available. We examined two pointwise representations, the DVR and CR. In the DVR we introduced a nearly direct product basis. In the CR we improved the results by the way points were arranged on the surface of the sphere. Two basis representations were then considered, the FBR with a numerical quadrature and the SCR. In both basis methods the potential matrix was computed by numerical quadrature. Both basis and pointwise methods gave converged results for two different potentials. However, both of the basis methods were overall numerically more efficient than the pointwise methods. This is because in both basis methods we were able to obtain converged results with a Hamiltonian matrix truncated to less than one-third its original ͑pointwise͒ dimension. In addition, upon comparing the two basis methods, we found that the FBR was substantially more efficient than the SCR. This is because the SCR requires the construction of the full square matrix, R, and its inverse ͑an operation that scales as N 3 ) before the truncation is performed. However, the use of least squares fitting in the spectral collocation method ͑SCLS͒ reduces the size of the inverse matrix required, and becomes much more competitive with the FBR. Thus we conclude that pointwise representations as formulated in this study are not as efficient as the basis representations in treating 2D spherical problems.
Finally, there are several additional points to be considered. First, the results above apply usually to a subset of the coordinates, the angles, and in a real calculation the distances must also be treated. This can usually be done efficiently using DVRs, and the above results would apply to the representations on each radial or distance ''shell.'' The second point is that pointwise representations always lead to sparse representations of the potential, and therefore in iterative methods, where the basic operation is multiplication of a vector by the Hamiltonian, the pointwise representations may be highly advantageous. An option recently explored by Friesner et al. 5 is to project back from accurate truncated representations at each distance to a single set of collocation points in the angles. This then permits iterative methods to be used very effectively after determination of an optimal basis at each distance. However, the above results on determination of the angular eigenfunctions should be a good guide to the reduced dimensional problem of angles only, and is compatible with the adiabatic reduction scheme of Friesner et.al. Therefore it seems more appropriate for polyatomic molecules to treat stretching degrees of freedom using a DVR while using an FBR to treat multiple angular variables. 
